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AGENDA_DRAFT AS ON 9.13.2017  

October 15-17, 2017 | The Watergate Hotel | Washington, D.C. 
 
DAY 1 – SUNDAY, October 15, 2017 
 

5:00 – 6:00 pm Registration                                                                                                                             

6:00 – 9:00 pm Networking Reception & Dinner 
Informal networking dinner at Watergate Hotel’s Top of the Gate.  

 
 
DAY 2 – MONDAY, October 16, 2017 
 

7:30 – 8:30 am Registration                                                                                                    

7:30 – 8:30 am Breakfast / New Member Breakfast                                                                                                                                     

8:30 – 9:00 am 
 

Welcome 
Opening remarks for the 2017 Page Up Annual Conference. 
 
Jill Feldon, Page Up Chair and Vice President, PR, Communications and Brand Management, 
Kaiser Permanente 
Chris Breslin, Page Up Annual Conference Co-Chair and VP, Communications, Voya Financial 
Grant Toups, Page Up Annual Conference Co-Chair and Managing Partner, PulsePoint Group 

9:00 – 9:50 am 
 

Session 1 - A View from the Top  
 
A CEO has multiple demands from a variety of stakeholders, to say the least.  For all the talk 
about building ethical cultures, diverse leadership teams and boards, and demonstrating core 
values, many companies still struggle to ensure the words on their Web site or annual report 
align with their day-to-day practices.  With multiple demands – in many cases to possibly put 
profit before people – how does the CEO view the current climate?  Perhaps most relevant for us, 
what is he asking of his or her trusted advisors, such as those in Communications?  What role can 
communicators play in helping senior management form robust diversity, inclusion, ethical and 
CSR business practices? How can communicators help create buy-in both internally and 
externally? How can effective storytelling help build influence with key stakeholders? 
More details to come. 

10:00 – 10:50 am  Session 2 – Keynote   
 
Tim Wu is a professor at Columbia Law School, and a contributing opinion writer for the New 
York Times. He is best known for his work on Net Neutrality theory. He is author of the books The 
Master Switch, and The Attention Merchants, along with Network Neutrality, Broadband 
Discrimination, and other works. In 2013, he was named one of America's 100 Most Influential 
Lawyers, and in 2017 he was named to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.  
 
Wu will share his insights into the various factors – and their drivers – that are grabbing our 
attention and influencing how we think, interact and consume… all important topics as we 
navigate through today’s polarizing forces at play. 
More details to come. 
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11:00 am – 11:50 
pm 
 

Session 3 - Adjusting Your Values, Ethics and CSR Efforts… or Not  
 
Investors ask if your company has strong ESG scores.  Employees want to know why you don’t 
fund their causes.  Customers don’t hesitate to publicly applaud (or spurn) your products or 
services.  In short, the voices from all stakeholders are strong, and they’re getting louder.  How do 
companies and non-profits navigate the demands?  The answer might have been “build strong 
values and a clear strategic focus.”  But how do you ensure customer wants are reflected?  How 
do you demonstrate your ability to incorporate ESG into your business strategy?  And when your 
course seems clear, do you adjust based on input from others?  How do you bring your culture to 
life and – perhaps most challenging – ensure you support it throughout the noise that may 
sometimes try to shift you in a different direction? 
 
MODERATOR:  
Jason Saul, Founder and CEO, Mission Measurement 
 
SPEAKERS: 
Lee Ballin, Head of Sustainable Business Programs, Bloomberg 
Ning Chiu, Council, David Polk 
Drew Schechtman, Vice President, Environment, Social and Governance Integration Leader, Voya 
Financial  

11:50 – 12:00 pm  “Page Up Moment” 

12:00 – 1:15 pm Networking Lunch                                                                                                          

1:20 – 2:10 pm 
 

Session 4 - Diversity & Inclusion as a Business Imperative…The Importance of Walking the Talk  
 
Diversity and inclusion (D&I) are a growing business imperative for many organizations. CEOs 
and other senior leaders continue to work toward creating diverse teams and inclusive work 
environments, including a recently announced CEO Action for Diversity & Inclusion pledge with 
more than 270 CEOs signing on to advance D&I and share best practices. This top-down 
commitment is critical, and communicators play an essential role in helping their businesses 
establish D&I as a priority on the corporate agenda. Glean insights and best practices on how 
communicators can advocate for the strategic benefits of a meaningful D&I commitment and lead 
efforts to advance it in their organizations. 
 
SPEAKERS: 
Idalia Hill, PwC 
More details to come. 

2:20 – 3:10 pm 
 

Session 5 - Being Heard When Everyone is Shouting  
 
In an era when “regular order” has been suspended in Washington, it is even more difficult to 
influence policymakers and public opinion. This panel discussion will explore how government 
affairs and communications professionals can meet their objectives when the authenticity of every 
message is in question. 
 
SPEAKERS:  
Chris Byrne, Vice President, Prosek Partners and formerly of the Trump campaign 
More details to come. 
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3:20 – 3:40 pm  
 

Session 6 - Seeking Agility: Defining the Future of the Communications Organization 
 
The pace of change today is unrelenting. Measure everything. Be authentic and transparent. Be 
fast. Be honest. Take a stand. Engage with a new breed of employees and convert them to 
advocates. Leverage new tools and tech. Be on 24/7/365 not just 9-5. To thrive (or simply keep 
up!) in this new normal requires agility and flexibility; it has become an organizational 
requirement. In this session, we’ll discuss real examples of how organizations are answering this 
need before breaking into groups to explore talent and structure solutions to these challenges. 
Ultimately, we hope to begin to uncover what the future of the agile communications function 
looks like in the face of unprecedented and unrelenting change. 
More details to come. 

3:40 – 4:10 pm Networking Break 

4:10 – 5:10 pm  
 

Session 6 Cont. - Seeking Agility: Defining the Future of the Communications Organization 
 
BREAK-OUT GROUP TRENDS/CHALLENGES: 
 
TREND #1: Our stakeholders are increasingly connected, but the teams responsible for 
engaging them are not 
With the continued proliferation of digital and social media, our stakeholders have never been 
more connected. As a result, the once disparate audiences that communications, marketing, 
government affairs and CSR functions target to influence business outcomes are rapidly 
consolidating. How do these teams remain aligned when target audiences (and priority channels) 
increasingly overlap? How do we avoid duplicating outreach (or worse, contradicting narratives), 
when, for example, Tier 1 coverage directly impacts multiple teams? 
 
TREND #2: We have the tools to measure more than ever, but not necessarily the talent and 
structure to understand and act on what we find  
With ongoing advances in measurement, we can increasingly demonstrate the value and impact 
of communications, and the business increasingly expects it. And while what exactly we measure 
may change from one company to the next, how this myriad information is used (if at all) remains 
an ongoing challenge. How are functions resourcing to interpret, report and make decisions from 
real-time data? How are teams evolving to understand and articulate the impact of their work on 
business objectives? 
 
TREND #3: With limited resources and changing demands, we must redefine our work and how 
we get it done  
Our organizations are undergoing significant and sustained change right now. Whether due to 
strategic shifts, cost-cutting, M&A activity, large-scale technology implementation, or a 
combination of many of these forces, the communications function is increasingly challenged to 
do more with less. How are teams focusing resources, prioritizing work, and redefining service 
models to maximize impact and efficiency?  
 
TREND #4: As our function and industries rapidly evolve, we must explore new ways to attract, 
engage and retain the talent we need 
The pace of innovation in our world means that talent must be flexible and constantly learning 
new skills. But this is increasingly challenging. Veteran teams are inching closer to retirement, 
while younger, tech-savvy generations demand more career mobility and professional 
development than ever before. How do we design organizations so there are opportunities to 
advance up and across? How do we promote a culture of learning and continuous development 
today, so people have the skills they need to be successful tomorrow? 
More details to come. 
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5:10 pm Adjourn for the Day 

6:30 pm Travel to Air and Space Museum  

7:00 – 10:00 pm   Cocktails/Dinner/Tour – Air and Space Museum  
 
Buses will depart from the hotel at about 6:30 pm  
Buses will return participants to the hotel at about 9:45 pm 

 
 
DAY 3 – TUESDAY, October 17, 2017 
 
7:45 – 8:45 am Networking Breakfast   

8:45 – 9:25 am Annual Business Meeting 

9:25 – 9:45 am Networking Break                                                                                         

9:45 – 9:55 am Welcome to Day 2 

9:55 – 10:55 am 
 

Session 7 - Information Bubbles, Cognitive Bias and Communications: Breaking Through in the 
Age of Unreason  
  
We live in a data-saturated world in which information has never been more voluminous and 
freely available, where we can choose from virtually unlimited sources and channels. And yet, it’s 
never been easier – either intentionally or unwittingly – to consume only information that reflects 
and reinforces our existing views and habits. Meanwhile, the more behavioral scientists learn 
about human decision-making, the more irrational and emotional our choices seem to be. As 
Warren Buffett put it: "What the human being is best at doing is interpreting all new information 
so that their prior conclusions remain intact." Facts and “hard evidence,” it would seem, have little 
ability to influence when someone has already formed an opinion. Given this environment, how 
do brands and businesses avoid “preaching to the choir” and instead connect with new 
audiences who are open to listening? Are there best practices for navigating the filters created by 
social media algorithms and personalized curation? And what can behavioral science and 
psychology teach us about creating communications that really stand a chance of winning hearts 
and minds? 
 
SPEAKERS: 
Luke Peterson, Director, U.S. Department of State 
Claire Wardle, Research Director at the Tow Center for Digital Journalism, at the Graduate School 
for Journalism at Columbia University and Co-founder of Eyewitness Media Hub 
More details to come. 

11:00 -  11:50 pm 
 

Session 8 - CRISIS vs. “crisis”  
 
One of the most difficult responsibilities that communicators have is being effective strategists 
and leadership counselors (vs. just firefighters) in the midst of a crisis - real or perceived. In this 
case-based panel discussion we will highlight and discuss best practices for understanding the 
severity of issues (i.e. social media meme vs. actual business risk) and responding accordingly. 
We will dig into a number of recent cases, including issues such as Wells Fargo’s Unauthorized 
Accounts Investigation, United Airlines’ Passenger Removal, and Pepsi’s Kylie Jenner Ad, by 
looking at both the data perspective, including media/ social media engagement and 
stakeholder impact, as well as the practitioner perspective, focusing on key learnings and 
insights. 
 
SPEAKERS:  
Arati Randolph, Senior Vice President, Corporate Communications – Wells Fargo  
More details to come. 
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12:00 – 12:10 pm  “Page Up Moment” 

12:10 – 1:00 pm  
 

Session 9 - Brand vs. Reputation Value: The Board Level Communications Discussion  
 
Brand value is often discussed as a significant intangible asset. Reputation is one of the top 
concerns of corporate boards and is seen by some as driving almost half of a firm’s forward-
looking valuation. Yet, while CEOs, boards and shareholders spend time focusing on brand as an 
intangible asset, less time is spent determining what business and communications actions will 
best drive a reputation and the value of that reputation. Is customer service the right place to 
invest for reputation ROI? CSR? Employee training? Executive visibility? What’s right depends on 
how the company is valued by all stakeholders. This session will look at how CCOs are building 
board-level business strategies for CEOs around where a company should be investing in its 
reputation, the value of the current and projected reputation and how to execute from a strategic 
communications perspective. 
 
SPEAKERS:  
Katherine Button Bell, Chief Marketing Officer, Emerson 
Patricia Wexler, Chief Communications Officer, Chase Consumer and Community Banking 
More details to come. 

1:00 – 1:10 pm 
 

Closing Remarks & Observations 
 
Chris Breslin, Page Up Annual Conference Co-Chair and VP, Communications, Voya Financial 
Grant Toups, Page Up Annual Conference Co-Chair and Managing Partner, PulsePoint Group 

1:10 PM Networking Luncheon                                                                                         
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